Book 7

Clean Up Your Act

A fundamental principle of caring for the environment is ensuring that
environmental impacts of everyday activities are minimised as much
as possible. Unfortunately the things that we all do every day can
affect the quality of water, harming the creatures that live in it and
reducing our own enjoyment of it.
This book takes a long hard look at our daily activities, whether they
be at home, at school or at work, and points out what we can do
to protect our environment. It does not matter if you live in the
catchment chosen for your Wai Care group or not. All catchments are
worthy of our respect and protection especially the one you live in.
As you work through the book give yourself a pollution rating.
A householder pollution rating sheet is provided in the book so you
can calculate a total score.
Once this book has been completed you can be confident you
have minimised stormwater pollution which is directly linked to
your actions.
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Background
Normal every day activities that people take for

Water pollution occurs when materials that

granted have the potential to reduce the quality

are not normally found at harmful quantities in

of stream waters.

the environment are allowed to escape from our

In general people do not

deliberately intend to pollute, but most are

control and enter water.

unaware of the effects of their actions.

The

occurs when materials are spilled or discharged

majority of people in Auckland care about

onto the ground and flow into stormwater drains.

the place in which they live and want the

These drains are designed to carry rain water

environment protected. The best place to start is

directly to the nearest natural water body.

at your: home, school, community facility, such

Unfortunately they will also transport any

as marae, and place of work.

pollutants there as well - without any treatment.

Many activities have the potential to adversely
affect the relationship of Maori and their culture
and traditions with their ancestral water, sites,
waahi tapu and other taonga in relation to
waterways.

Of particular concern are any

Frequently pollution

Many such discharges occur daily throughout
the Auckland Region. Whether in tiny or large
amounts and regardless of the type of
pollutants, they all result in compromise of our
waterways.

actions that degrade or deplete stream life,
particularly those species gathered and used
by Tangata Whenua. These actions include
the discharge of human sewage, mixing of
waters from different sources, degradation of
water quality, and damage to or destruction of
waahi tapu.
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Common urban
pollution myths
MYTH:
“But it is only a little bit”

FACTS:
a) Regardless

streams have the potential to be restored

Often people feel relaxed about discharging

to health.

wastes in a residential area because they

argument, such as:

FACTS:
a) There are

b) Even

polluted waterways can support a

such they deserve our care and attention;
many other people discharging

these wastes are too much for stream life to
cope with;

c)

That grotty little drain leads to a bigger
waterway and ultimately the sea. Therefore
what gets in at the top will eventually affect
our estuaries, where many fish species

streams have very low summer

flow rates and therefore have little ability to
deal with any waste input no matter what
that is;

c)

little drain”;

surprising amount of stream life and as

little bits too and the combined effects of all

b) Auckland

As long as people continue to

pollute the stream it will always be a “grotty

feel it is only a very small amount. There are
a number of fundamental flaws in this

of what it has become, all

Very small quantities of some substances

grow up, and beaches.

MYTH:
“Everyone else is doing
the same thing”

can have drastic short and long term effects

Often people feel complacent ab out

on stream life;

discharging wastes because many others

d) If it is only a little bit then it should be easy
to keep it out of the stream.

MYTH:
“Nothing lives in that
grotty little drain anyway”

do the same thing:

FACTS:
a) Common

urban activities often lead to

pollution of waterways because people do
not link their activity with the effects on the
environment. This is generally due to a lack

Communities become used to pollution if it
continues for long enough without being
fixed. Once a mind-set develops that the
waterway is polluted it is more difficult
to change attitudes about stopping wastes
being thrown in and keeping it clean.
The flaws in this argument include:
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of understanding of how our drainage
system works and/or the effects of products
that are believed to be har mless to
waterways;

b) Unfortunately

many people making the

same mistake does not make it right or

into a drainage system is simple because it
is “out of sight out of mind” and free.
Unfortunately these systems provide a

lessen the effect on the environment.

rapid transport system for wastes to natural

MYTH:
“It is biodegradable”

waterways when the wrong drain is used;

b) In

Many products are sold these days with a
‘green’ tag and people mistake this as meaning
there will be no effect on waterways:

to

discharging

an

attempt

to

protect

the

environment people will choose a product
that claims to be environmentally friendly
because it is ‘biodegradable’.

However

biodegradability simply means that the
material breaks down into more stable
by-products

by

bacterial

action.

to

the stormwater system the reverse also
happens frequently, with clean rainwater
runoff being directed into the sewer.

system every time it rains.
in

wastes

This leads to overloading of the sewer

FACT:
Often

addition

This

Except for

combined sewage/stormwater networks our
sewerage systems are not designed to
cope with this sort of input.

MYTH:
“I’ve been doing this for
years”

process uses oxygen from the water leaving

A history of repeated actions tends to make

less for aquatic creatures to breathe. In

people more ‘comfortable’ with their polluting:

severe cases the oxygen removal leads to
water which is anoxic (no oxygen), which
few creatures can survive in.

MYTH:
“I thought that drain went
to the treatment plant”
FACTS:
a) Lack of understanding about how the
drainage network links together is common
and not surprising. Generally tipping wastes

FACTS:
a) Just because

actions that cause pollution

have been occurring unknowingly doesn’t
make them right or any less harmful to
the environment.

The fact that the culprit

has admitted causing a discharge over a
considerable period of time may explain
some of the problems you have found
further down in your catchment;

b) The same arguments that apply for “Its only
a little bit” are relevant for this excuse too.
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Common household
stormwater pollution
problems
“Kei a wai te mana
wakatiaka?”

If stormwater gets into the sanitary sewer it can
flood out the sewers and pump stations that
convey sewage to the sewage treatment plant.

Whose responsibility is it to clear up common
household, community, school, or workplace
pollution problems?

This causes overflows of untreated sewage and
industrial wastes onto private properties and into
streams and harbours. In severe cases it can

As you will find in the following sections the

even come out through gully traps and onto

power to change is with all of us.

peoples properties or into their houses through
the toilet bath or sink.

Know how your drains
work and make sure they
are properly connected!

Sanitary sewers are generally built 5-6 times
bigger than the estimated load from the houses
they are connected to.

The rainwater runoff

If sanitary, household or trade wastes get into

from one house roof can be as much as the

stormwater pipes, they come out untreated and

effluent produced by 150 extra people. So even

pollute streams, beaches or underground water.

a few down-pipes wrongly connected or gully
traps letting surface water runoff in, can cause
serious sewer overloads in wet weather.
Surveys by Auckland’s Councils have revealed
that up to 10% of properties have wrongly

Roof water put into the gully trap goes into
the sanitary sewer
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If the gully trap does not have a raised
wall, surface water from the yard will flow
into the sanitary sewer

connected systems. If they were all fixed we

rain these systems can normally cope, however

wouldn’t have as many overflows from our

in heavy rain overflows of sewage contaminated

sewerage systems. So make sure you do your

stormwater occur. Separation of these systems

bit and use the “Householder Action Checklist” to

and other treatment options are currently being

find out whether your system contributes to the

implemented but it is a very long and expensive

problem, if so have it fixed.

process. In Auckland City separation will take
until 2020 and cost nearly $300 million dollars.

“What about combined
sewer areas?”

In such areas there are still some options for

Some of Auckland’s older areas have a common

collecting water for garden irrigation, and you

pipe that takes both stormwater and sewage to

should talk to your local council about whether

the treatment plant. Under dry weather or light

other options exist for clean water discharge.

separating out your own pipes, such as

Note: Read the approaches listed below and write the rating that coincides with your action in the column
marked “Your Rating”
DRAINS

Approach

Rating

a. Sewer connected to stormwater

20

b. Roof stormwater connected to sewer

12

c. Gully trap/s unbunded and exposed to stormwater

8

d. Proper connections all in place

0

‘WRONG’

Your Rating

‘RIGHT’

Washwater from
interior sinks etc
goes into gully
traps
to stormwater outfall

Outside (or inside) sinks etc hook into downpipes

Raised wall around
gully trap keeps
stormwater run-off
from yard out of
sanitary sewer

to sanitary sewer &
treatment plant
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Washing equipment
or vehicles
The causes

The effects

Vehicles and equipment cost a lot of money and

Wastes from washing activities can lead

most people want their investments to last a

both

long time and look their best. A very common

environment and include:

weekend pastime is cleaning of the car, off-road
vehicle, motorcycle or mower after use. At last

visual

and

toxic

effects

on

to
the

a) foaming, dirty water in roadside gutters leading
toward stormwater drains and streams;

count there were around 700,000 vehicles in the
b) forming an oily layer or film (a rainbow

Auckland Region.

sheen) on the water surface which, if thick
Around 15% of complaints received by the
Auckland Regional Council about domestic
pollution sources relate to discharge of wash
water from vehicles or equipment into our
streams. Surveys in America have shown that

enough, can prevent sunlight and oxygen
entering the water. Reduced oxygen means
less oxygen for stream life and stress or
death. Low light means difficulty for fish to
find their prey or for plants to get energy.;

50-70% of car owners wash their own vehicles
and 70-90% of these people washed their cars
directly onto hard surfaces such as driveways

components;

Unfortunately these

d) releasing nutrients in the form of phosphates

surfaces connect directly with the stormwater

which can increase stream plant growth to

system and ultimately streams and estuaries.

nuisance levels;

outside their homes.

The situation in Auckland is likely to be at least
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c) poisoning animals and plants due to toxic

e) some chemicals such as heavy metals and

as bad as these figures.

solvents can build up in the flesh of plants

Wastes produced by this process include dirt

and animals, causing short and/or long term

(sediment), grease, oil and cleaning agents such

problems;

as degreasers, solvents and detergent. None of

f) release of sediments into streams leading to

these contaminants should get into streams and

problems such as smothering of stream life

all have the potential to harm aquatic life.

or habitat and increased ‘murkiness’.
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The solutions
z Wash vehicles or equipment on the lawn so

z Where possible use cleaning methods that
use little water;

that wastewater soaks into the ground;
z Take vehicles to a commercial washing

z All oily degreasing wastes or wash water

facility so that wastes go to the sewer for

containing cleaning agents must be disposed

appropriate treatment;

of via the sewer or a commercial waste
contractor;

z Always use minimal amounts of cleaning
agents and follow the product guidelines;

z Consider washing vehicles less often.

z Tip left over cleaning water on to the lawn or
garden or down the sink;
WASHING VEHICLES
OR EQUIPMENT

Approach

Rating

a. All washwater to stormwater

15

b. Minimal water and detergent most to grass

5

c. All washing on grass nothing to stormwater

1

d. Don’t wash or always at dedicated facility

0

Your Rating
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Vehicle maintenance
When discharged these substances can cause

The causes
Home maintenance of vehicles and equipment is
very common in “do it yourself” New Zealand as
a way of saving money.

Surveys in America

have shown that about 30% of car owners
change their own engine oil, engine coolants and
hydraulic fluids.

Auckland is likely to have a

higher proportion of back yard mechanics than
the American situation. Unfortunately disposal
of the wastes produced by this approach often

harm to the environment by;
a) seeping into the land and contaminating
underlying groundwater systems;
b) poisoning plants and animals;
c) forming an oily layer or film on surface water
and preventing oxygen and sunlight from
entering the water. This makes it difficult for
stream life to breathe or find food and for
plants to get energy;

gives no consideration to the effects of these
materials on waterways. Wastes such as used

d) some chemicals can build up in the bodies

oil, radiator coolants, brake fluid, engine

of plants and animals causing long-term

degreasing agents, sanding dust and detergents

health effects.

from cleaning, are commonly allowed to flow
from hardstand areas such as driveways into the

The solutions

stormwater system.

z Take vehicles or equipment to a garage or

The provision of oil recycling facilities at many

workshop;

garages (e.g. BP, Mobil and Shell) has provided

z Carry work out under cover so that rainwater

a safe and environmentally sensitive method

cannot wash dirt and grease from the floor of

of oil recycling.

your work area to the stormwater system;
z Always use drip trays when transferring or

The effects

draining oil or other fluids;

Wastes from vehicle maintenance can lead to
both visual and toxic effects.

Apart from the

obvious oily layers that float on water surfaces,
some components of oily wastes can dissolve

z Clean up all spilt material including sanding
dust as soon as possible and dispose of
wastes into a bin ensuring that it can’t
leak out;

in water introducing toxic pollutants to the
environment. These include heavy metals such
as zinc, lead and chromium, and hydrocarbon
compounds that are a by-product of engine
operation.
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z Always park over a drip tray if you know your
vehicle is leaking oil;
z Recycle used oil at a service station and
support those who provide this service;

z Never use detergents to remove oily wastes
from hard stand areas unless the waste is
captured for proper disposal.
Remember to support companies in your area
that provide for recycling initiatives such as
used oil recovery and let them know why you
are supporting them. This will help to reinforce
the value of recycling in terms of customer
‘choice’ and consumer pressure is the best way
to get action.

VEHICLE
MAINTENANCE

Approach

Rating

a. Waste materials tipped into stormwater system

20

b. Work outside and careless disposal of wastes

10

c. Work undercover but poor clean-up, storage problems

5

d. Work undercover and correct clean-up, disposal and storage

0

Your Rating
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Painting and plastering
a) smothering of stream life and destroying

The causes
Poor waste disposal practices while sanding,
painting or plastering your house can lead to
contamination of the stormwater system.
Old paint from houses, particularly those more
than 20 years old, may have been lead based
and require great care when they are removed.
Apart from the public health risks due to dust and
vapour inhalation during the removal process,
dust and paint flakes which fall onto hard areas
and that are not cleaned up will enter the
stormwater system.

consideration of where the paint will go if there
is a spill. Once painting is finished, disposal of
extra paint and care of brushes with either water
or solvents can cause environmental problems if
the right disposal practices are not followed.
Plastering wastes, like paint, can cause problems
Most common is

disposal of excess material onto hard surfaces,
which is then washed off into the stormwater
system by rainfall.

The effects
Waste paints, thinners, and plastering wastes
can contain materials that have potential to
cause serious short term (acute) or long term
(chronic) effects on stream life. These include
solvents and heavy metals such as lead, zinc,
cadmium, chromium and mercury. The effects
on streams include:
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b) preventing or reducing the penetration of
light through water, making it difficult for
animals to find food and for plants to
photosynthesise;
c) irritating or damaging soft tissues, such as
skin, eyes or gills, of stream life;
d) poisoning of stream life and burning of plant
tissues; and
e) build up of toxins in the tissues of plants and
animals causing long term effects or passing

The painting process should be preceded by

if not handled correctly.

where they live;

toxins up through the food chain.

The solutions
As with most contaminants, preventing them
from entering the stormwater system is the key
to protecting our streams.
z Were possible use water based paint;
z Wash out painting equipment into the sink or
sewer gully trap;
z For acrylic (water based) paint wash out
containers onto the garden or lawn so that the
water soaks into the ground;
z Allow excess paint to dry then place
containers in a bin;
z Clean up all spilt paint or solvents and
sanding dust and dispose of them in the bin
ensuring that they won’t leak out;
z Always use drip trays when draining
paints or other liquids;
z Allow paint suspended in solvent
solutions to settle, then decant off
the clean solvent for reuse;
z Ensure that you plan painting to
consider rain.

PAINTING AND
PLASTERING

Approach

Rating

a. DIY dumping paint/plaster to stormwater

20

b. DIY careless handling, storage or clean-up

5

c. DIY all wastes correctly dealt with solvent based paints used

1

d. Don’t do any or correct disposal of waste materials

0

Your Rating
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Garden maintenance
with that of others effects occur, particularly

The causes
Living in a city where plants grow relatively
easily means that most Aucklanders have
gardens and lawns.

The maintenance of the

when stream flows are low.

The solutions

green bits of our properties, whether a pain or a

z Never dump vegetation on stream banks, in

passion, results in piles of vegetation to dispose

roadside gutters or worse still directly in a

of.

stream;

Composting of this material is a simple,

effective and environmentally friendly way of
dealing with it if you have enough space.
Unfortunately some people use the stream bank
at the bottom of their properties, or the roadside
gutter, as dumping grounds for garden wastes
which then get into the local stream.

Poorly

stockpiled or composted materials produce

z Ensure that vegetation is composted correctly,
preferably with a waterproof cover, or
z Take vegetation to a refuse transfer
station so that it can be collected
for composting, or
z Arrange

for

a

garden

leachate that can also contaminate stormwater or

bag company to collect

a waterway directly.

vegetation for composting,
or as a last resort;

The effects

z Dispose of vegetation through your house-

Vegetation breaks down over time releasing
nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) and oxygen
demanding

substances

such

as

sugars.

Nutrients have the potential to cause increased
stream plant growth and some, such as
ammonia, are directly toxic to stream life.
Oxygen demanding substances reduce the
amount of oxygen dissolved in the water
leaving less for stream life to breathe. A further
problem is the physical smothering of habitat or
stream life.
While individual households are unlikely to
produce

enough

vegetation

to

cause

an

immediate impact when their waste combines
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hold refuse collection system.

“Yum more food!”

GARDEN
MAINTENANCE

Approach
a. Dumping directly to stream or stockpiling on bank

Rating

Your Rating

15

b. Poor compost practice and/or wind blown materials to stormwater 10
c. Compostable materials into rubbish bin

3

d. Composting wastes no contamination of stormwater

0
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Household and
garden chemicals
The causes

that pesticides designed to kill adult insects

Bad practice in the application of herbicides

stages of other types of insect at much lower

or pesticides in close proximity to waterways

levels;

can have toxic effects on the juvenile life

can result in spray drift or wash off entering
waterways. Over-application of fertiliser to
lawns

can

lead

to

excess

nitrogen

and

phosphorus in runoff or leaching into groundwater
systems.

Similarly the inappropriate use or

d) many pesticides and household chemicals
have short and long term toxic effects on
fish life.
The vast majority of Aucklanders have some

disposal of household chemicals can have major

lawn to tend.

Overseas studies indicate that

effects on waterways. Washing out spray tanks

around 80% of homeowners with lawns apply

and disposal of excess spray mixtures or spills

fertiliser each year and that most have little or no

of concentrated chemical solutions while mixing

idea of the ‘right’ amount of fertiliser to apply.

are also potential problems.

School and Council playing fields are also prime
candidates for high nutrient runoff as they are

The effects
Household cleaning chemicals, herbicides and
pesticides, whether made from natural or
synthetic compounds, are designed to kill things.
If they weren’t effective nobody would use
them.

Unfortunately incorrect use or disposal

leads to non-target organisms being affected too.
In particular:
a) herbicide application around streams can
lead to spray entering the waterway so
aquatic plants are affected too;
b) plants killed off by herbicide were providing
homes for insects, potential food for plant
eating insects in the stream and shade to
keep stream temperatures down;
c) many insect larvae grow up in streams so

14
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well drained to allow year-round play, irrigation
systems to ensure summer growth is sustained
and high fertiliser application rates to get good
spring recovery.

The solutions
z Do not use pesticides or herbicides and “go
organic”;
z Don’t spray stream bank vegetation, it is too
important for stream health to be killed;
z If you use chemicals avoid wet or windy
weather so that they are not washed or blown
into waterways;
z Ensure that pouring and mixing of chemicals
is done where spills can be cleaned up and
will not enter stormwater;

z Ensure the manufacturers specifications
are followed regarding concentrations and
application rates;
z Ensure sprays are applied at the
right rate (to prevent run off);
z Ensure that spray application
equipment washwater is disposed of onto the garden or
lawn;
z Ensure that used chemical
containers are disposed of
appropriately;
z Take unused or unwanted
chemicals to a hazardous
waste collection facility at
your local refuse transfer
station;
z Ensure that the ‘right’ level of fertiliser is
applied by getting a soil test done to find out
accurately how much and what
type is needed;
z Use natural fertilisers such
as compost.

HOUSE HOLD &
GARDEN
CHEMICALS

Approach

Rating Your Rating

a. Waterblast materials directly to stormwater and / or excess chemicals 20
b. Excess or incorrect application gets to stormwater

10

c. Poor container storage or handling leads to contamination

5

d. All chemicals used and stored correctly

0
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Concrete wastes
z Cement or stones from the concrete making

The causes
Poor practices while working with fresh concrete
or while undertaking concrete cutting can cause
a number of problems for stream life. Common
practices, which lead to discharge into the

a) Washing chutes, bowls or exteriors of
concrete delivery trucks;
concrete

equipment,

mixers,

wheelbarrows, etc;
c) Rinsing and dampening freshly laid concrete;
d) The use of water for cooling concrete, brick
and block cutting equipment;
e) Applying concrete colouring solutions.
Concrete wastes are the single greatest source
of pollution complaints reported to the ARC
accounting for around 30% of the total number.
There have been several major fish kills in the
Region in 1999 linked to cement being washed
into streams.

The effects
Cement washwater and cement based products
can cause harm in the environment because:
z They are strongly alkaline (high pH) due to
the presence of lime. This high pH has the
potential to burn or kill stream life;
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can smother the small creatures that live in a
stream.

Fine materials can cause abrasion

and clogging of the gills of fish;
z Chemical additives (such as dyes which

stormwater system, include:

b) Washing

process increases the sediment load which

contain heavy metals) can poison the
creatures that live in the water body;
z Sediment blocks sunlight which makes it
difficult for plants to get the energy they need
and for stream life to find food.

z Separate off areas receiving concrete with

The solutions
z Ensure that any washwater from trucks or
other equipment does not get into the
stormwater system.

At a minimum ensure

that washwater soaks into the ground.

hay bales or earth bunds to ensure that any
runoff or dampening water does not enter a
waterway.

Once runoff is contained pump

the excess to the sewer with the approval of
the local council or allow it to soak into the
ground;
z Block up a stormwater cesspit and use it as a
pump well so that washwater can be recycled
or discharged to soakage or the sewer;
z Clean up all spilt material as soon as possible
and dispose of it in a bin ensuring that it won’t
leak out.

CONCRETE
WASTES

Approach

Rating

a. Direct washing of equipment or dampening water to stormwater

20

b. All concrete washwater to lawn/garden

0

Your Rating
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Swimming pools and
spa pools
levels of cleaning chemicals, such as chlorine,

The causes
Aucklanders enjoy being in and around high

that is directly toxic to aquatic life.

quality, clean looking and smelling streams,

When pools are emptied for any reason, pool

beaches and the sea.

chemicals that are still present in the water have

Many people have

backyard swimming pools and spa pools to

the potential to kill.

provide a private haven in addition to our

bacteria or higher life forms, pool chemicals

Regions natural resources.

disrupt the food chain in streams making it

To keep pools crystal clear, clean and inviting

Whether attacking algae,

impossible for some life forms to survive.

requires regular maintenance such as filtration

Heated pools and spa pools have the potential to

and the addition of chemicals. Filtration of pool

discharge hot water to waterways killing aquatic life.

water concentrates dirt, vegetation and any other

Saltwater pools are becoming more popular and

material

pool.

introduce their own set of problems due to the

Unfortunately the same chemicals that keep your

very high levels of chloride present in any

pool free of bacteria, algae and water insects can

discharge. Stream life can only tolerate a narrow

do the same thing to streams if they get

range of ‘saltiness’ in the water and if higher

released.

levels are sustained for any length of time some

that

has

fallen

into

the

Pool wastes from filter backwash,

overflow and emptying for maintenance can all

stream life will die.

cause serious harm to stream life.

The solutions
The effects

z Know where your pool wastewater system

Pool filters need to be cleaned regularly to

goes and ensure that all backwash water is

continue to work efficiently.

plumbed into the sanitary sewer system;

Most modern

systems have backwash flushing of filters
whereby the flow direction is reversed for a
short period and the waste is diverted elsewhere.

z Use pool backwash water to irrigate plants
after being left to stand for several days to
reduce chlorine levels;

Unfortunately ‘elsewhere’ is often into a nearby
stormwater pipe or gutter.

z Ensure that all chlorinated pools are left
uncovered for at least 7 days to allow chlorine

Backwash water has high levels of oxygen

levels to reduce to safe levels before release;

demanding substances which breakdown in
streams robbing the stream life of oxygen. This
water comes directly from the pool so it has high

18
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z Ensure that all heated pools are allowed to
cool for several days before decanting;

z Do not empty saltwater pools to the
stormwater system;
z Ensure that all pool chemicals are stored

z Clean up any chemical spills promptly and
dispose of wastes in a bin ensuring that it
won’t leak out.

undercover in a secure area so they cannot
get wet and leach into the stormwater system.

POOLS

Approach

Rating Your Rating

a. Pool chemicals, backwash water or pool water to stormwater

20

b. Poor chemical storage or handling

5

c. Pool water to stormwater after seven days standing

1

d. All pool backwash to sewer, chemicals stored and handled correctly 0
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Cleaning practices
b) irritating and clogging the gills of fish and

The causes
Maintenance of our possessions helps ensure
they last a long time and look good. While things
like cars, boats and other machinery get cleaned

aquatic insects;
c) poisoning and burning stream plants and
animals;

often, house exteriors, roofs, driveways, and

d) some chemicals can build up in the bodies of

other hard surfaces get cleaned less frequently

plants and animals potentially causing long

and require stronger chemicals and more force to

term health effects;

get them clean.

e) using up the oxygen present in the water as

Water blasting of hard surfaces, removes
accumulated dirt, paint and moss.

These

materials have the potential to affect stream life,
particularly due to oxygen demand as they rot.
The

effectiveness

of

water

materials washed off break down.

blasting

The solutions
z Place filter material over or

is

around stormwater drains to

maximised by chemical treatment of the surface

collect solid materials that are

to be blasted some time beforehand. This

dislodged, you can try,

ensures that any plant life or moss dies for
easier removal. The active ingredients of these

i.

drain grate

treatments, usually chlorine in the form of
hypochlorite, break down over time. Therefore

ii. wool/hay or pink batts around
the drain

provided sufficient time elapses before removal,
the toxic effects on stream life can be avoided.
Unfortunately
surfaces

can

rainfall

on

wash

the

recently

iii. a sand bund around
the drain

treated

chemicals

into

waterways with disastrous effects.

filter cloth stretched across the

Note: These approaches will not remove
dissolved materials such as cleaning agents
which are often toxic to stream life.

The effects

z enclose your work area with a shroud such as
fine mesh shade cloth.

Both the material being removed and the
chemicals used to assist removal have the
potential to affect aquatic life.
a) smothering small aquatic plants and animals
and destroying where they live;
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z consider

alternative

methods

such

as

blasting with a vacuum system.
z collect and filter water-blasting wastewater
for reuse while cleaning or blasting.

z ensure that you contain the wastes produced
by the blasting operation for appropriate
disposal. Alternatives include discharging
to the sewer, allowing it to soak into
the ground or collection by a commercial
trade

waste

organisation.

Solid wastes must go to an
appropriate landfill.
z block off stormwater cesspit and
use a small submersible
pump to transfer wastewater
to the sewer (take care not to
pump solids to the sewer as
this may cause blockages).

CLEANING
PRACTICES

Approach

Rating Your Rating

a. Waterblasting or washing chemicals directly to stormwater

20

b. Filtering solid material but water discharge to stormwater

10

c. Careless handling, storage or clean-up of wastes and chemicals

5

d. Wastes disposed of correctly, no discharge to stormwater

0
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The activities of
contractors on your behalf
d) Concreting;

The causes
One of the most challenging problems faced by
pollution control teams is that of mobile waste
sources. Contractors who do not have ‘stream

e) Swimming and spa pools maintenance; and
f) House, driveway and roof cleaning.

friendly’ work practices move from one site to

The effects

the next.

The effects on stream life arising from contractor

Often they will work within several

catchments in a short time and are usually gone

practices are detailed in the above sections.

before the full effects of their actions become
apparent.

Contractors are used for all of the

The solutions

practices involving household waste sources

Individual solutions to the problems identified

mentioned in this book and more besides.

for contractors are described in the relevant

All contractors should be aware of the potential

sections detailed above. There is an important

environmental consequences of their work

part that we can all play in changing contractor

practices and take the necessary steps to ensure

awareness and attitudes toward protection of

problems don’t occur.

Unfortunately council

streams. It is not good enough for us to assume

pollution control incident reports show that many

that the contractors that we employ will protect

either don’t know or don’t care.

streams if we do not insist that they do. As part
of any contractual arrangement we must insist

Practices carried out by contractors leading to

that the environment is protected.

stream pollution are described in the previous
sections to this book and include:

If contractors who had environmental protection
plans were used in preference to those who do

a) Vehicle and equipment washing and maintenance;

not, attitudes and practices would soon change.

b) Painting and plastering;

You have great power to make these things

c) Garden maintenance;

change as money talks.

CONTRACTORS ON YOUR BEHALF
Approach
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Rating Your Rating

a. Direct waste disposal to stormwater

20

b. Poor handling or storage leads to stormwater contamination

15

c. Householder doesn’t check for enviromental protection plan

10

d. Householder checks for plan, but doesn’t ensure it’s carried out
e. Appropriate plan is in place and adhered to, no stormwater contamination

5
0
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Small scale earthworks
The causes
Sediment is the most common and widespread
pollutant in the world. Unfortunately it often
receives little attention due to a general public
attitude that it is “only a bit of dirt”. Sediment
levels in streams are often naturally elevated
when it rains so that high levels may be difficult
to identify and the effects of excessive levels
may not be immediately obvious.

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT
Small scale earthworks
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All sorts of human activities can lead to soils
getting into our waterways and causing a lot of
problems. In Auckland our soils consist mostly
of fine-grained clays that take a very long time
to settle out and are easily stirred up again.
Natural erosion is gradual and occurring over
very long periods of time and resulting in small
amounts of eroded sediment ending up in
waterways. However when land is disturbed by
human activities and areas of earth are exposed
to the weather, erosion happens at a much
greater rate, yielding large amounts of sediment
over a short time.

For example land under

construction can yield up to 2000 times the
sediment load coming from forested land.
Most

people

measures

are

think

that

only

sediment

necessary

on

control
large

soil has the potential to get to streams if it is not

sediment related problems are;
z Building platform development
z vegetation removal
z road/driveway construction
z Service trenching
z Stockpiling of soil, sand or building materials

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT
Small scale earthworks

are discussed in detail in Book 6 “The Fact
Sheets” in the Water Clarity section. Some of
the main points to keep in mind are:
z Sediment reduces water clarity and interferes
with the vision, breathing and digestion of
some types of stream life;
z Sediment fills the gaps between rocks in
which some stream animals live;
z Sediment acts like an abrasive scouring off
tiny plants and animals and disrupting the
food chain;

which can disrupt the food chain;
z Other pollutants can attach themselves to
sediments and can eventually build up to
harmful levels;

The sorts of small-scale

activities that have the potential to generate
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The effects of sediment discharge into streams

z The growth rate of aquatic plants is reduced

subdivisions. Unfortunately any disturbance of

managed carefully.

The effects

z Sediment can also make stream water
unsuitable for many human uses such
as irrigation;
z Dirty water is also less attractive to people for
swimming or general visual enjoyment.

The solutions

z Ensure that mobilised sediment is trapped
where possible by filtering runoff through

Some careful thought prior to commencing any

sand, hay bales, pink batts or some other

activities that result in soil disturbance and some

filter material;

simple protection measures will minimise the
amount of dirt that can be washed away from a site.

z Ensuring that when the job is done equipment
isn’t cleaned into the stormwater system;

z Timing of activities is very important for
minimising the risks of heavy rain mobilising

z Cover stockpiles during wet weather to avoid
material being washed or blown away;

sediment. If possible wait until summer;
z Progressively expose areas of earth as

z Ensuring that vehicles don’t track sediment

required to minimise bare areas;

from your site out onto roadways.

z Revegetate bare areas as soon as possible;

EARTHWORKS

Approach

Rating

a. No controls on sediment and discharge can get to stormwater

20

b. Controls in place but insufficent

10

c. All sediment control measures in place, discharge treated

1

d. No sediment discharge to stormwater

0

Your Rating

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT
Small scale earthworks
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Animal wastes
The causes

The effects

Aucklanders love their pets, so much so that in at

Failure to clean up after a dog, apart from looking

the time of the last census around 40% of

disgusting, can cause both water quality and

households owned a dog. This means that there

public health problems when poo is washed

are around 200,000 dogs in the region. Each dog

into waterways with stormwater runoff. Studies

produces around 0.1 kg of poo every day on

overseas have found that dog wastes are a

average (I wonder who had the pleasure of mea-

major source of nutrients, oxygen demanding

suring that statistic). Therefore throughout the

substances, bacteria such as faecal coliforms

region around 20 tonnes of poo is produced

and pathogens in urban waterways, and

every day.

Auckland has the same problems.

Most local authorities have bylaws requiring dog

Bacteria and pathogens have the potential to

owners to collect dog poo deposited in public

cause infections, if cut skin or abrasions come

places. Many have even gone to the trouble and

into contact with polluted stream water. Worse

expense of providing doggy-do-dumpsters in

still is the potential for illness due to swallowing

parks and reserves. Even where this is not the

of polluted water during contact recreation such

case, allowing animals to foul footpaths, grass

as swimming or eating polluted seafood.

verges, beaches and public parks is irresponsible

Nutrients, such as nitrate and phosphate have

behaviour. However as we have all experienced

the potential to stimulate plant growth in

there are still a large number of dog owners who

waterways, and some, such as ammonia, can be

do not do the right thing.

directly toxic to stream life. Oxygen demanding

Studies in America have shown that of the dog
owners that regularly walk their dogs around
40% never or seldom clean up after their animals.
It is also interesting to note that men were much
less likely to clean-up (after their pets) than
women!

Many of the excuses given for not

cleaning up sound the same as common urban
pollution myths described at the start of this
book (e.g. it is only a little bit, it is biodegradable
and everyone else is doing the same thing).
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substances use oxygen from the water as
they break down, leaving less for stream life
to breathe.

The solutions
In this case the solution is relatively simple, all
dog owners must take responsibility for the
wastes their animals produce if our waterways
are to be cleaned-up. Embarrassment tactics
have the effect of shaming some dog owners
into doing the right thing.
If you want to take some direct action yourself
then you could move the poo from wherever it
is deposited into an area of bush where it can
break down and be absorbed by the vegetation.
Alternatively you could scoop it up and put it in
a waste bin if you were really keen. Under no
circumstances should you come in contact with
the poo as some nasty diseases can be
contracted from pets.

ANIMAL
(PET) WASTES

Approach

Rating

a. Pet poos left on hard surfaces where washed to stormwater

10

b. Pet poos moved but only onto grass or bushes

5

c. All pet poos collected and put into compost or rubbish

0

Your Rating

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT
Animal wastes
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Householder pollution
rating
(please photocopy)
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ACTIVITY

APPROACH

DRAINS

a. Sewer connected to stormwater
b. Roof stormwater connected to sewer
c. Gully trap/s unbunded and exposed to stormwater
d. Proper connections all in place

20
12
8
0

WASHING
VEHICLES
OR EQUIPMENT

a. All washwater to stormwater
b. Minimal water and detergent most to grass
c. All washing on grass nothing to stormwater
d. Don’t wash or always at dedicated facility

15
5
1
0

VEHICLE
MAINTENANCE

a. Waste materials tipped into stormwater system
b. Work outside and careless disposal of wastes
c. Work undercover but poor clean-up storage prblems
d. Work undercover and correct clean-up, disposal and storage

20
10
5
0

PAINTING AND
PLASTERING

a. DIY dumping paint/plaster to stormwater
b. DIY careless handling, storage or clean-up
c. DIY all wastes correctly dealt with solvent based paints used
d. Don’t do any or correct disposal of waste materials

20
5
1
0

GARDEN
MAINTENANCE

a. Dumping directly to stream or stockpiling on bank
b. Poor compost practice and/or wind blown materials to stormwater
c. Compostable materials into rubbish bin
d. Composting wastes no contamination of stormwater

15
10
3
0

HOUSEHOLD
& GARDEN
CHEMICALS

a. Waterblast materials directly to stormwater and/or excess chemicals
b. Excess or incorrect application gets to stormwater
c. Poor container storage or handling leads to contamination
d. All chemicals used and stored correctly

20
10
5
0

CONCRETE
WASTES

a. Direct washing of equipment or dampening water to stormwater
b. All concrete washwater to lawn/garden

20
0

POOLS

a. Pool chemicals, backwash water or pool water to stormwater
b. Poor chemical storage or handling
c. Pool water to stormwater after seven days standing
d. All pool backwash to sewer, chemicals stored and handled correctly

20
5
1
0

CLEANING
PRACTICES

a. Waterblasting or washing chemicals directly to stormwater
b. Filtering solid material but water discharge to stormwater
c. Careless handling, storage or clean-up of wastes and chemicals
d. Wastes disposed of correctly, no discharge to stormwater

20
10
5
0

CONTRACTORS
ON YOUR
BEHALF

a. Direct waste disposal to stormwater
b. Poor handling or storage leads to stormwater contamination
c. Householder doesn’t check for enviromental protection plan
d. Householder checks for plan, but doesn’t ensure it’s carried out
e. Appropriate plan is in place and adhered to, no stormwater contamination

20
15
10
5
0

EARTHWORKS

a. No controls on sediment discharge can get to stormwater
b. Controls in place but insufficent
c. All sediment control measures in place, discharge treated
d. No sediment discharge to stormwater

20
10
1
0

ANIMAL
(PET) WASTES

a. Pet poos left on hard surfaces where washed to stormwater
b. Pet poos moved but only onto grass or bushes
c. All pet poos collected and put into compost or rubbish

10
5
0

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT
Householder pollution rating

RATING

YOUR
RATING
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